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Let B be the open unit ball of a complex Hilbert space 2. Let X @ C be 
the Hilbert space direct sum of .X and C, with inner product ( , ), and let a 
be the continuous hermitian sesquilinear form defined by a(p, q) = (Jp, q), 
where p, q E X @ C, J is the operator .Z= I@ (- 1) and Z is the identity 
on X. 
The group Aut B of all holomorphic automorphisms of B has a faithful 
representation as a quotient of the group G, of all continuous invertible 
linear operators in X0 @ leaving the sesquilinear form a invariant; i.e., 
there is a homomorphism & of G, onto Aut B whose kernel is the center of 
G, (cf. [2, Chap VI] also for bibliographical references). 
If X has infinite dimension, & extends naturally to a homomorphism 4 
of the semigroup G of all continuous linear operators in 2 @ c leaving the 
form a invariant onto the semigroup Iso B of all holomorphic maps B -+ B 
which are isometries for the hyperbolic differential metric of B [2]. 
The homomorphism & and the composition rule in G, define in Aut B a 
Lie group structure whose underlying topology-in accordance with a 
general result of Vigut [ lo]-is that of local uniform convergence in B. 
The continuous one-parameter groups in the Lie group Aut B corres- 
pond (Theorem III) to one-parameter linear uniformly continuous groups 
in G,,, i.e., to homomorphisms R + G, which are continuous for the norm- 
topology in the Banach space P’(X@C) of all bounded linear operators 
in %@@. 
In Sections 2 and 5 the strongly continuous linear semigroups R + + G 
are characterized in terms of their infinitesimal generators. The image by 4 
of such a semigroup T defines a semigroup F: R, --) Iso B of holomorphic 
isometries of B. Some results on fixed points of holomorphic isometries of 
B (established by Hayden and Suffridge in [3] for Aut B and extended to 
Iso B in [2]) are instrumental in describing in Sections 6-8 the structure of 
the spectrum of the infinitesimal generator X of T. These results yield a 
characterization of the case in which T is the restriction to R + of a strongly 
continuous grop R -+ Go, thus providing an extension to the Minkowski 
form a of the classical theorem of M. H. Stone on one-parameter unitary 
groups in a complex Hilbert space. 
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If n = dim, 2 < co, the group structure of .V(n, 1) is not the underlying 
real structure of a complex Lie group. This classical result holds in general 
for GO and G in the infinite-dimensional case, as follows from properties of 
holomorphic families of bounded linear operators in & 8 C. According to 
these results-which are established in Section 4- no non-trivial strongly 
continuous semigroup in X0@ leaving the form a invariant can be 
extended holomorphically to an open neighborhood of the positive real 
axis. Similar questions for families of holomorphic isometries in B have 
been investigated in [9]. 
The Cauchy problem associated with the infinitesimal generator X of the 
semigroup T: R, + G defines, via the homomorphism 4, a Riccati-type 
equation in B. Uniqueness of the solution provided by the semigroup T is 
discussed in Section 9. 
1 
If D and D’ are open sets in complex Banach spaces, Hol(D, D’) will be 
the set of all holomorphic maps of D into D’; Aut D will be the 
group-contained in the semigroup Hol(D, D)--of all biholomorphic 
automorphisms of D. 
Let 2 be a complex Hilbert space with inner product ( 1 ) and norm 
11 11, and let B be the open unit ball of &‘. 
For any x E B, let { , }.X be the continuous positive-definite inner 
product on X defined for u, , v2 in X by 
1 
h v2L= (I_ 1p4\2)2 ((01 I x)(x I v2)+ (I- 11~112)(~1 I 112)). (1.1) 
The corresponding norm I 1 x is equivalent to 11 I( and the map x H ) 1 x 
is a differential metric which is contracted by all holomorphic maps of B 
into B, in the sense that, for every f~ Hol(B, B) and all x E B, u E sf’, 
I&(x) 4f(x) G Id,. 
In particular, if f~ Aut B then 
for all XEB, VEX. 
W(x) 4 f(x) = 14, 
The differential metric x I+ 1 Ix coincides with the Carathtodory and the 
Kobayashi metrics on B [2, pp. 153-1543 and is called the hyperbolic 
metric on B. In fact, (1.1) shows that if X = C and if B = d the open unit 
disc in C, then XI+ 1 IX is the Poincare metric on A. 
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Let Iso B be the semigroup of all holomorphic isometries for the hyper 
bolic metric, 
Iso B = {fe Hol(B, B): I@(x) ulfcx) = [VI, for all x E B, u E c%?}. 
A faithful representation of Iso B will now be described. 
Let Z@ C be the Hilbert space direct sum of Z and C, with inner 
product (pl,p2)=(x1 ) x,)+r,Z,, where pj=(xi,rj), x,E%, T,E@. 
j= 1,2. 
Let J be the self-adjoint unitary operator on X’@@ defined by the 
matrix 
I 0 
J= 0 -1 ( > 
(1.2) 
where I= I, is the identity operator on &‘. Let a be the continuous 
hermitian sesquilinear form defined by 
a(PlY Pz) = (JPlY Pd. (1.3) 
Let G be the semigroup of all linear maps S: Y @ C + 2 0 @ which 
leave a invariant. 
dSP, 9 SP,) = a(p, 9 Pz) for all p, , p2 in 2 @ C. 
It turns out that every SE G is continuous [2, Theorem V1.3.3, p. 1691. 
Hence, denoting by S* the adjoint operator of S, 
SJS = J. 
Equivalently, a continuous linear operator S on 
if, and only if, S has a matrix representation 
SE G if, and only if, 
X 0 C is contained in G 
whose elements A E Z(X), 5 E X, a E @ satisfy the conditions 
1 
A*A=Z+# (A*() A*{, 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
[2, Lemma VI.3.1, p. 1661. 
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Condition (1.5) reads IIAxll*= (~x~~*+(l/la~*) I(Ax ( l)l* for all XEX, so 
that, in view of (1.6) and of the Schwarz inequality, 
Cl+ 115112)(11~412 - llxl12)= IW I 5)12 G 11412 115112, 
whence 
IMII 6 (1 + 115112)1’2~ 
or, equivalently in view of (1.6), 
(I II 54 dl. a (1.7) 
Let Go be the group of all invertible elements of G. Then SE Go if, and 
only if, SE G is bijective, or, equivalently, if and only if, A maps 2 bijec- 
tively onto Z [2, Theorem VI.3.3, p. 1691. 
Conditions (1.5) and (1.6) imply [2, pp. 1761773 that, if SE G, there 
exists a neighbourhood U of the closure B of B such that 
(xiiA*i)+u+O forallxEU. 
Let 3 E Hol( B, 2) be defined by 
S(x) = 
1 
(x ( (I/a)A*r)+a(Ax+t) 
(x E B). 
Conditions (1.5) and (1.6) imply [2, pp. 171-1721 that S(B) c B, and the 
following theorem holds [2, Theorem VI, 4.1, pp. 174-175). 
THEOREM. The function SH 3 is a surjective homomorphism of G onto 
Iso B, mapping G, onto Aut B, whose kernel is the center of G. 
The group Aut B (sometimes called the Miibius group of B) acts trans- 
itively on B (cf., e.g., [2, Proposition VI.1.5, pp. 148-1491). 
Let S be the continuous extension of s to B, for SE G. Then S is con- 
tinuous for the weak topology on B [2, Theorem VI.4.5, p. 1781. Thus by 
the Banach-Alaoglu and the Schauder-Tychonoff theorems S has at least 
one fixed point in B, i.e., 
FixS={z~~:Sz=z}#@. (1.8) 
Let Fix 3 = (z E B: 3.z = z}. If z E B is a fixed point of S, the point 
p = (z, 1) is an eigenvector of S with eigenvalue p # 0. Note that (Jp, p) = 
(~z~~*-l<O, and (Jp,p)<O if, and only if, ZEB, i.e., z~Fix$. 
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Vice versa, if p = (x, r) # 0 is an eigenvector of S with eigenvalue ,u # 0, 
and if (Jp, p) < 0, then z = (l/z) XE Fix S, and z E Fix ,!? if, and only if, 
VP, P) < 0. 
Let Fix s# 0. Since Aut B acts transitively on B, there exists S,, E G, 
such that, setting S’ = So 0 SO S; l, then S’(0) = 0, i.e., S’ is represented by 
the matrix 
where A’ is a linear isometry of 3 and a’ E C with (a( = 1. Since 
Fix S = {xEB: A’x=a’x} = {xEB: S”(x, l)=a”(x, l)}, 
then 
FixS= {y~&S,,‘(y, l)~Ker(a’Z,,c-S’)). 
This proves 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If Fix 3 # 0 there exists an eigenvalue p of S, with 
IpI = 1, such that, denoting by B c X @ @ the corresponding eigenspace, 
then F CL Y?@ (0) and 
Fix S= (xEB: (x, l)~p}. 
COROLLARY 1.2. If Fix 3 # 0 there exists a closed affine subspace 
3~2 such that FixS=i?nQ. 
Now let Fix ,!? = 0. In [3] Hayden and Suffridge have shown that, if 
SE Aut B, then Fix S contains at most two points. Their proof was shown 
in [2, pp. 17991811 to hold if SE Iso B also. Here is a slightly different 
argument yielding some supplementary information which will be useful 
later on. 
Let Fix S= 0. If x and y are two distinct points of Fix S, then XE 8B, 
ye aB. Furthermore the eigenvalues c and cr of S corresponding to the 
eigenvectors p = (x, 1) and q = (y, 1) are distinct, because otherwise every 
point in the (non-empty) intersection of B with the a&ne line joining x and 
y would be contained in Fix 3. 
If (Jp, p) = (Jq, q) = 0, then 
MP + 91, P + q) = 2 RWP, q). 
Thus, if (Jp, q) =O, then (J(p+ q),p+q)=O, i.e., llx+yl12 =4, Or 
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Re(x 1 y) = 1. Hence, by the Schwarz inequality, Re(x ( y) = l\xll Il~~ll, 
implying immediately that x = y. Thus (Jp,q) # 0, and equality 
implies 
[CT= 1. (1.9) 
If z E 8B is a fixed point of 3, different from x, and if p is the eigenvalue 
of S corresponding to the eigenvector (z, 1 ), then [fi = 1, and (1.9) yields 
p = r~. That proves 
PROPOSITION 1.3. If Fix .!? = 0, then Fix 3 consists of two points of 8B 
at most. 
Furthermore (1.9) yields 
LEMMA 1.4. Zf Fix $= 0 and if Fix 3 contains two points, the 
corresponding eigenvalues c and 0 of S, which are related by (1.9), are not 
contained in the unit circle. 
2 
Let L be a bounded operator on a complex Hilbert space X. Let 
T: t H T(t) (t > 0) be a linear strongly continuous (i.e., C,) semigroup on 
X. The infinitesimal generator of T is a closed linear operator X whose 
domain g(X) is dense in X. 
THEOREM I. The semigroup T satisfies condition 
T(t)* LT(t)=L forallt>O 
if, and only if, 
L9(X) C 9(x*) 
and 
x*L+ LX=0 on g(X). 
Proof: If (2.1) holds, then for p, q in X 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(T(t)* LT(t) P, q) = (LT(t)p, T(t) q) = (L(T(t) - Z)p, (T(t) - Z) q) 
+ (L(T(t) - 4 P, 4) + (LP, (T(t) - 4 q) + (LP, 41, 
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whence 
Mnt)--l)P, (T(t)-Z)q)+(L(T(t)-Z)P,q)+(LP, (T(t)-Z)q)=O. 
Thus, for p and q in 9(X), since 
lji f(T(t)-Z)p =xp, 
( > 
l$ f(T(t)-Z)q =xq, 
( > 
then 
(LXP, 4) + (LP, X4) = 0. 
Hence the linear form q I-+ (Xq, Lp) is continuous on 9(X). Therefore 
Lp E 9(X*) for all p E 9(X), and 
((LX+X*L)p,q)=O 
for all q E 9(X). Thus (LX+ X*L)p = 0 for all p E 9(X). 
Vice versa, if (2.2) and (2.3) hold, since T(t) g(X)eg(X) for all t 30, 
and since 
$ T(t)p= T(t)Xp=XT(t)p 
for all p E 9(X) and all t 2 0, then, for p and q in 9(X) and t 2 0, 
$ (T(t)* Wt) P, 4) =-$ (LT(t) P, T(t) 4) = (LWt) P, T(t) 4) 
+ WVt) P, XT(t) 4) 
=((LX+X*L) T(t)p, T(t)q)=O. 
Hence (d/dt)(T(t)* LT(t)p)=O for p~9(X) and for all t20, 
i.e., T(t)* LT(t)p is independent of t>O. Thus T(t)* LT(t)p= 
T(O)*LT(O)p=Lpforallt~Oandallp~~(X).HenceT(t)*LT(t)=Lfor 
t 2 0 on 9(X), and therefore on X also. Q.E.D. 
For a linear operator X, the resolvent set, the spectrum, the point spec- 
trum and the residual spectrum of X will be denoted by r(X), o(X), pa(X) 
and W(X), respectively. 
If the bounded operator L in Theorem I is self-adjoint and such that 
L2=I (2.4) 
(Z=Z,) then L is a continuous isomorphism of the Hilbert space X. 
Conditions (2.2) and (2.3) amount to saying that the closed operator iLX 
is symmetric. 
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Real constants M> 1 and a exist such that: 
II T(t)11 < Me”’ for t > 0; the half-plane ([EC: Re [ > u} is contained in 
r(X), and moreover 
ll(ttZ- X)Yll < M(ft - a)-m 
for all real 5; > 0 and m = 1, 2,... . 
Assume now that E@(X) = 9(X*) and that (2.3) and (2.4) hold. By (2.3) 
(LX)* = -LX, i.e., iLX is self-adjoint. 0(X*) is the image of a(X) by the 
map [I+ -[. On the other hand c E r(X) if, and only if, [E r(X*), and 
moreover 
([z-x*)-’ = ([z-x)-“. 
Hence 
([z-x)-‘* = ([I+ LXL)-’ = L(CZ+ X)-l L, 
and therefore 
II(iZ+X)-“II = llL([Z-x)-“*L(I = Il(iz-x)y’I( 
= II(iz-x)r”ll <M(i-a)-“, 
for all real c > a and m = 1, 2,.... 
Thus, if LCB(X) =9(X*), -X generates a strongly continuous 
semigroup S: t H S(t) (t 2 0) on X, such that 
S(t)* LS(t) = L for all t B 0. 
In conclusion X generates the strongly continuous group R: IR + P’(X) 
defined by R(t) = T(t) for t > 0, R(t) = S( -t) for t d 0. Hence 
R(t)* LR(t) = L for all t E IR. (2.5) 
Vice versa, if X is the generator of a strongly continuous group, then 
thereisu>Osuch that {[~@:lRe~l>u}cr(X). 
If L9(X) Gj 9(x*) and if (2.4) and (2.3) hold, then X* is a proper 
extension of the closed operator Y = - LXL, with domain L@( Y) = Jg(X). 
Therefore [4, p. 561 
{[E@:Rec< -u}cr(Y) cpa(X*)c{iE:c:rEa(x)} 
c {[EC: lRe(l <a}, 
and this is absurd. This proves 
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THEOREM II. Zf L satisfies (2.4) and if the generator X of a strongly 
continuous semigroup satisfies (2.2) and (2.3), then X generates a strongly 
continuous one-parameter group R lf, and only if, L9(X) =9(X*). For the 
group R (2.5) holds. 
3 
Throughout the following T: R, -+ .9(&O a=) will be a strongly con- 
tinuous (i.e., C,) semigroup of bounded linear operators in the complex 
Hilbert space X = Z@ C considered in Section 1, and henceforth the 
operator L in Theorem I will be the bounded self-adjoint operator J 
expressed by the matrix (1.2). Note that 5’ = Z, &, C. 
The semigroup T leaves the hermitian sesquilinear form a invariant, i.e., 
it satisfies 
T(t)* JT(t) = J for all t 3 0 (3.1) 
if, and only if, T(t) is represented by a matrix 
i 
A(t) 5(t) 
T(t) = 
(.I 
-$q A(t)* 5(t) 
) 1 
41) 
(3.2) 
whose elements a(t) E @, t(t) E 2, A(t) E Z(X) satisfy the conditions 
(similar to (1.5) and (1.6)) 
Ia(t) I15(t)l12= 1 (3.3) 
1 
A(t)* A(t) = Z+ ,a(t),2 - (. I A(t)* t(t)) A(t)* 5(t) for all t 2 0. (3.4) 
If these conditions are fulfilled then the Z-valued function F(t) defined 
on the open unit ball B c 2 by 
T(t)(x) = 
1 
(x ( (i/a(t)) A(t)* t(t))+a(t) (A(t)x+5(t)) (3.5) 
is holomorphic on B, and in fact T(t) E Iso B. 
The function F: t ++ F(t) is thus a one-parameter semigroup of 
holomorphic isometries of B, which is continuous in the sense that, for 
every x E B, t H p(t)(x) is a continuous map of R + into B, or equivalently 
a(t) and t(t) depend continuously on t 3 0, and t I--+ A(t) is continuous for 
the strong operator topology. Actually p(t) has a (unique) continuous 
extension rf( t): B + B and t H f(t)(x) is continuous on R’ + for every x E B. 
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By a theorem of Vigue [ lo,23 Hol(B, B) and Aut B are a topological 
semigroup and a topological group for the topology of local uniform 
convergence on B. 
Let the semigroup T satisfy condition (3.1). Setting 
the differential &((t)(O) of T(t) at 0 is given by 
mw) 0 = C(t) lJ - (C(t) v I v(t)) v(t) (VEW), (3.6) 
and the power series expansion of T(ct) in B is expressed by 
m(x) = v(t) + y ( -(C(t) x I rl(l)))” m:(t)(o) x (x E B). (3.7) 
If=0 
BY (1.7) 
IIC(t)ll G 1. (3.8) 
THEOREM III. The Co semigroup T satisfying (3.1) is uniformly con- 
tinuous zf, and only if; ?! R + 4 Iso B is continuous for the topology of local 
uniform convergence on B. 
The basic ingredient in the proof of the theorem is the following 
LEMMA 3.1. If p is continuous for the topology of local uniform con- 
vergence then 
p& l(A(t)--11 =o. 
Proof. First, it will be shown that 
!‘I$ 11 C(t) - III = 0. (3.9) 
If this is not the case, there exist some E > 0 and two sequences { tY} and 
(x,) of positive numbers I, converging to 0 and of points X,E B, such that 
lIC(~,)x,-x,ll a& for v = 1, 2,.... (3.10) 
On the other hand, since T(t,) converges to the identity map for the 
topology of local uniform convergence as v + + co, then [S, 1.5 Theorem] 
lim IldF(t,)(O) - III = 0, 
Y- +m 
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whence, by (3.6), 
lim llC(t,) xv - (C(h) xv I tl(t,)) 11(b) - x,II Y’+m 
G lim IlC(f,) - (C(L). I v(b)) r](b) - III =O. Y’+m 
Because the continuous linear form (C(t) . ( q(t)) has norm 
ll(C(f). I rl(f))!l = IlC(t)* ?(f)ll G IIC(t)*ll II?(t) 
= IIC(f)ll Ilv(t)ll G IMt)ll 
by (3.8), and because 
(3.11) 
limq(t)=lim T(;(t)O=O, 
t10 [lo 
then 
Hence 
lim Il(C(t,) x, I vr(t,s)) rl(t,)ll G lim Ilrl(t,)ll’=O. Y + + 5% Y- +m 
lim IlGt,.) xv -x,II Y- +m 
d ““y, IIa~“)~“-(c(~“)x\~ I r](h)) I?(G)-X”ll 
+ ““Trn Il(C(f,) x, I rl(l,)) vr(t”)II =o, 
contradicting (3.10) and thereby proving (3.9). 
Because lim,lo a(t) = 1, and 
IMf) - 4 G l4f)l llC(t) - III + b(f) - 11, 
(3.9) yields the conclusion. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem III. (a) Let T be continuous for the topology of 
local uniform convergence on B. 
Forp=(x,r) (xE%,~E@), 
whence 
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l15(a12+ la(f)- II2 IIPl12. 
I 
Since 
‘li$t(t)=o, (3.13) 
lim a(t) = 1 (3.14) 
r10 
and [IA(t d Ia(t Lemma 3.1 implies then 
lji IIT(I,,.Il =o, (3.15) 
showing that the semigroup T is uniformly continuous. 
(b) Now let the semigroup T be uniformly continuous, i.e., let (3.15) 
hold. To prove that the homomorphism p If&+ + Iso B is continuous for 
the topology of local uniform convergence on B, it suffices to show that 
T(f) tends to the identity map for the latter topology as t JO. 
By (3.11), (3.13) and (3.14), 
y$ II( I v(t))ll = 0. (3.16) 
Choosing p = (x, 0) (x E B), (3.12) yields 
ll~~~~--l12=~~p(ll~~~~~--I)~l12: Il~ll~l) 
~~~P{II(AW-~)~I~+ I(A(t)x I W)12: lbll G 1) 
=sup(II(T(t)-~,,.)(x,0)l12: IMI <I> 
~~u~{II(T(~)-~,,.)qll~: lldl~l> 
= lIw)--1,,cl12. 
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Hence, because 
llC(t) - 4 d la(t), J- II&f)-Ill + -& 1 3 I I 
(3.14) and (3.15) imply 
l(ii 11 C(t) - III = 0 
i.e., by (3.6) and (3.16), 
I),“0 IldT(‘(t)(O)-Z/l =o. (3.17) 
Since, by (3.6), (3.8) and (3.1 l), 
lIm’(twll d IIC(t)ll + ll(C(f). I r](t)) q(t)ll d 1 + llq(t)ll’, 
then by (3.16) every summand of degree n z 1 on the right-hand side of the 
power series expansion (3.7) tends to zero for the norm topology as t 10. 
Thus (3.12) and (3.17) imply that, given any r with 0-cr-c 1, 
uniformly for /lx/l d r. Q.E.D. 
In view of Theorem III, if condition (3.1) is satisfied, F is continuous for 
the topology of local uniform convergence on B if, and only if, the 
infinitesimal generator X of the semigroup T is a bounded linear operator 
on 2 @ @. If that is the case, then T(t) = exp tX. By consequence T(r) is 
invertible; therefore F(r) E Aut B and p is the restriction to R + of a con- 
tinuous homomorphism R + Aut B. 
4 
There are no non-constant holomorphic families of holomorphic 
isometries for the hyperbolic metric of Bc .X. This fact-which was 
established in [9]-implies that there are no non-trivial holomorphic 
semigroups of holomorphic isometries of B. 
This section is devoted to showing- independently of [9]-that there 
are no non-constant holomorphic families of linear operators in #@ @ 
leaving the form a invariant. 
Let Zi and %* be two complex Hilbert spaces and let F, and F, be 
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two holomorphic maps of a domain D CC, into 9(X1) and 9(X2), 
respectively. Let FE Hol(D, 9(X; $X2)) be defined by the matrices 
’ 
Fz(z) (ZED). 
Denoting by I, and Z2 the identities in Y(#i) and 9(Sz), let .Z,* be the 
matrix 
PROPOSITION 4.1. rf 
F(z)* J,,F(z) = 512 for all z E D, (4.1) 
then the functions F, and F2 are constant. 
Proof If F,(z) = Cz=; (z - zO)” Fj,,n (Fj,” E Y(T), j = 1,2) is the power 
series expansion of Fj in a neighborhood V of z,, in D, F(z)* JIZF(z) is 
represented in V by the expansion 
F(z)* J,2 F(z) = 1 (z - z,,)” (-2YQ FmA 
VW>0 
(FmA E 9(X1 @ X2)), whose coeficient F,I is 
FIT = 
Condition (4.1) yields F,i =O, i.e., F1 1 =O, F2,1 =0, showing that the 
differentials of F, and F2 at any z. E D vanish. Q.E.D. 
Choosing X1 = 2, X2 = @, the above proposition yields 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let T be a Co semigroup leaving the sesquilinear form a 
invariant. The function t H T(t) cannot be extended to a non-constant 
holomorphic map T of a neighborhood U of the positive real axis into 
9(% @ C) such that T(z)* JT(z) = J for all z E U. 
This statement is also a consequence of the following maximum prin- 
ciple, which may be independently interesting. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let f E Hol(D, &‘@ C) and let zoc D be a relative 
maximum point of the function z I--* a(f(z),f (z)) (z E D). rf 
a(f (zO),f(zo)) < 0, f is constant. 
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Proof: Let g(z) and h(z) be the components off(z) in 2 and C, and let 
g(z) = C,‘_“, (z - zO)” g, (g, E X) and h(z) = C,‘? h,(z - zOY (h, E C) be 
the power series expansions of the functions gE Hol(D, z?) and 
h E Hol(D, ‘IZ) in a circular neighborhood V of z0 in D. 
For any z E V, 
a-(ZMZ)) 
= Il~~/12-l~o12+2ReC((~l Igo)-hkJ(z-zoH 
+(Ilg,l12-l~~12) Iz-z,12+2Re[((g,,g,)--21;,)(z-z,)2] 
+ O(lz-z,13). (4.2) 
The fact that z0 is a relative maximum for the function z H a(f(z),f(z)) 
implies that 
(g, I ‘&&-h,~,=0~ (4.3) 
whence, by the Schwarz inequality, 
Wd,l G II&/l IlgAl. 
But then, because 0 > a(f(zo),f(zo)) = 11 g,JI 2 - lhol *, either g, = 0, h, = 0 or 
lhll < l/g,ll. (4.4) 
Setting z - z0 = pe” (p 2 0) for z E V, (4.2) becomes, in view of (4.3) 
W(zMz))= ll&J12- IM2+ {lkl12- IhI 
+ 2 ReCe2’%g2 I goI - ~2~o)l) P’ + Q3). (4.5) 
Choosing 8 in such a way that 
ReCezie((g2 I go) - h2hd12 0, 
(4.4) and (4.5) imply that there is p’ > 0 so that whenever 0 < p < p’ 
W(zMz)) > llgol12 - M2 = WbJLfM)~ (4.6) 
contradicting the fact that z,, is a maximum point. 
Assume inductively that 
g,=g,= ... =g,=o, h,=/Q= f.. =h,=O 
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for some m >, 1. Then 
a(f(zhf(z)) = Il&J12 - W012 
m+l 
+ 2 1 ReCei(“+“)e(k,+m I gO)-~,+,hJ1 P”+“’ 
n=l 
+ {llg,+,lJ2-lJh,.,12+2Re[e2i(“+1)B 
x ((g2,+2 I &3)--2,+2m) P2m+2+wp2m+3). 
The fact that z0 is a relative maximum point yields 
(g n+m I &J-kl+JcJ=o for n = l,..., m + 1, 
so that 
(4.7) 
a(fb)vf(z))= Ilkhl12- h12+ (llg,+1112- lkn+112 
+ 2 ReCe2i(m+1)e(k2m+2 I go)-~2,+2kJl) 
XP 
2m + 2 + o(p2” + 3). (4.8) 
For n = 1, condition (4.7) and the Schwarz inequality imply 
Ih m+lhol 6 Ilgm+~ll Ilgoll, 
whence-because a(f(z,),f(z,)) < G-either g, + , = 0, h, + 1 = 0 or 
Ihm+ll < lIgm+llL 
In the latter case, choosing 8 such that 
Re[e 2i(m+1)e((g2m+z I go)--2,+2h,)l~O, 
(4.8) shows that there is p”>O so that, whenever O<p cp”, (4.6) holds. 
That contradicts the fact that the function z H a(f(z),f(z)) has a relative 
maximum for z = zO. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let f~ Hol(D, L% 0 C) be such that a(f(z),f(z)) = k 
for some real constant k and all z E D. If k < 0, f is constant. 
THEOREM IV. Let T be a map of D into the set of all linear maps of 
&‘Q@ into X@C such that for every PE &‘@C with a(p,p) ~0 the 
function ZH T(z)p is holomorphic on D, and 
a(T(z)p, T(z)p)<a(p,p) forallzED. 
bOl/bS/3-6 
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If for every p E S @ @ with a(p, p) < 0 there exists some z(p) E D such that 
a(Wp))p, T(z(p))p) = a(p, p), (4.9) 
then T(z) is independent of z and is continuous on X 0 @ leaving the form a 
invariant. 
ProoJ: For ~EX@C with a(p,p) ~0 let fp~ Hol(D, SOC) be 
defined by fP(z) = T(z)p (z E D). By Proposition 4.3, fP is independent of z 
for all p such that a(p, p) < 0. Since for any p= (x, z) E 3’0 @ (XE Z’, 
7 E C) there is TV E @ such that for q = (x, G) one has a(q, 4) < 0, it is readily 
seen that T(z) p is independent of z for all p E 2’ @ C. Setting T(z) = T’, to 
prove that the operator 70 is continuous on Z? @ @, let 
be the matrix representation of T), where T,, maps linearly Y? into 2, 
T,, E X, T,, E C, and TZ, is a linear form on &. 
Letp=(x,z)EX@C (xEZ,TEC) with a(p,p)=~~x~~*-~~~~<O. Con- 
dition (4.9) reads 
l/T,,xl12-lT2~x12-ll~l12+2Re~~((T,,xl T12)-~ZZ~Z1~)I 
+ 1712(IIT~2112- lT2212+ l)=O, (4.10) 
and holds for all x E X’, 7 E @ such that (/x/I < 171. Thus 
(T,,x I T12)= ~22T,,x> 
for all x E X’, and 
lT2212 = IlT,2112 + 1. 
By the Schwarz inequality, these identities yield 
IT,,4 G II T1211 llxll 
for all x E 2, implying that the linear form T,, is continuous. Thus the first 
identity shows that T,, E LZ(%). 
Because condition (4.10) is identically satisfied, (4.9) holds for all 
pES?VOC. Q.E.D. 
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5 
This section is devoted to characterizing the infinitesimal generator X of 
a strongly continuous linear semigroup T on the Hilbert space Z = ~9’ 8 @ 
satisfying (3.1), where J is expressed by (1.2). 
By Theorem I, JQ(X) c9(X*), and condition (2.3) holds with L= J, 
i.e., iJX is a symmetric operator. 
Let P,: c%? + g, P2 = ~7’ + C be the linear maps defined by the 
orthogonal projectors ~@C-+~@{O}~~, Z@@+(O)@CZC. 
Then 9 = P1(9(X)) is a dense linear manifold in S. It will be shown 
that 
9(X)=9@0@, (5.1) 
i.e., { 0} @ C c 9(X). 
Assume that that is not the case, i.e., that (0) O@ & 9(X). Then, for 
every x~9, there is a unique 5 EC such that (x, C)E~(X). The map 
1: x k+ 5 is a linear form on $8. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let 9 be a dense linear manifold in H, and let A be a linear 
form on 9. The set A = {(x, A(x)): x E 9 1 is dense in 2 0 @ if, and only if, 
2. is not continuous. 
Proof: Let I be discontiuous on 9 and let (y, T) I /i (y E 2, z E C), 
i.e., 
(x 1 y)+l(x)f=O for all x E 9. 
Then, because 1, is discontinuous, t = 0 and therefore y I 9, whence y = 0. 
If i is continuous on 9, then J. is the restriction to 9 of a continuous 
linear form 2 on Z’. The set ((x, 1;) E S 0 C: 5 = x(x)) is a closed proper 
linear subspace of &@C. Its complement is open and non-empty. A for- 
tiori the complement of n in S’@ C contains a non-empty open set. 
Q.E.D. 
Because the domain 9(X) is dense, Lemma 5.1 implies that the linear 
form 1: x H < is discontinuous. 
Let X, : 9 + &‘, X,: 9 -+ @ be the linear operators defined by 
X,x = P, 0 X(x, A(x)), X,x = P, 0 X(x, A(x)) for x E 9 Let Y, : 9(X*) + Z, 
Y,: 9(X*) + @ be the linear maps defined by Y, = P, o X*, Y, = P, 0 X*. 
For p E 9(X), q E 9(X*), let x = P, p, y = P, q, z = P,q. Equality 
(ah 4) = (P, x*q) (5.2) 
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can be written 
w,xIY)+~~,x=(xl Y,q)+W) y2q. (5.3) 
Since Jg(X)eQ(X*), then (x, -n(x))~g(X*) for all XE~. Choosing 
q E s(X), then y E 2, Jq E 9(X*) and (2.3) with L = J yields 
Y,oJq+X,y=O, Y,oJq-Xzy=O. 
Replacing q by Jq in (5.3) one has 
u-,x I Y) - A(Y) x2-x = -(x I Xl Y) + l(x) x,y for all x, y in 9. (5.4) 
If /z(x) = 0, then (x, 0) is invariant by J, and therefore (x, 0) E 9(X*), i.e., 
the linear form 
Y I-+ (X(Y? aY)h (4 0)) = (Xl Y I xl 
is continuous on 9. Hence, by (5.4), if A(x) = 0 and X,x # 0, y I-+ A(y) is 
continuous on 9. This contradiction proves that A(x) = 0 implies X,x = 0, 
i.e., Xz = CA for some c E C. Thus X is represented by the matrix 
(5.5) 
on the domain g(X) = {(x, A(x)): x E g}. 
Since X is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
semigroup, the operator on G@(X) represented by the matrix 
which is obtained from X by the bounded perturbation 
also generates a strongly continuous semigroup. Hence there exists b E [w 
such that 
Re{>b*iEr(X1). (5.6) 
Let A” be the operator represented by the matrix (5.5) on the domain 
2 0 C. The point spectrum pa(X) is expressed by 
PW) = ic) ~PG-,). (5.7) 
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kl # k2, the alline complex line joining the two distinct points zk, and zk2 
has a non-empty intersection with B. Since by (7.5) this intersection con- 
sists of fixed points of F(:ct), that contradicts the hypothesis Fix F(f) = 0. 
Hence the right-hand side of (7.3) reduces to one summand pk =p, and 
(7.5) becomes 
This proves 
T(s) p = e”“p for all s > 0, 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Zf Fix F(t) = Qr for some t > 0, then, for every s > 0, 
Fix f(s) = Fix f(t) and the latter set consists of one or two points contained 
in aB. 
8 
To give a more detailed description of a(X) the two cases in which Xl1 
is self-adjoint or is symmetric but not self-adjoint will now be considered 
separately. 
Assume first that iX,, is symmetric but not self-adjoint. Then 
Z7, = r(X, r ). If Re [ < 0, i and [ are contained in r( -XII). Because 
XT, = -X1, on 9(X,, ) = 9 and X,, is closed, then [ l po(X:~), i.e., there is 
some x E 9(X:,)\ (0) for which 
([z-x:,)x=0. 
Suppose now that Re c < 0 and that [ E r(X). Then (6.1) yields 
(Z,, Y I co- Cl) xl - (Y I z21u12 I xl = (Y, x) 
for all y E X, i.e., by (8.1) 
(8.1) 
(x I ~,*)(Z,, I Y) + (x I Y) = 0 for all y E 2, 
whence 
(x I X12) &I + x = 0, 
implying 
and 
(x I X12)+0 (8.3) 
(8.2) 
0 # z,, E %G, 1, 
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X*,(x) = (x I Y,,) for all x E 9(X,,), (5.12) 
x,, = r,,. (5.13) 
By (5.12) and (5.1 l), X,, and Y,, are restrictions to $9 of the continuous 
linear forms (. ( Y,,) and (. 1 Xi,). Furthermore YE~( Y,,) if, and only if, 
(y, 0) E 9(X*), i.e., if, and only if, the linear form 
(-7 i)H (X(x,i), (Y, O))= w,,x I v)+iW,, I Y) 
is continuous on 9(X). Thus y E 9( Y,,) if, and only if, the linear form 
x++ (X,,x ( y) is continuous on 9 =9(X,,), i.e., if, and only if, JJE~(XT~). 
This shows that 
Y,, = x:, . (5.14) 
Conditions (5.1) and J9(X) c 9(X*) imply that 9(X,,) c 9(X:,), while 
(2.3) (with L=J), (5.14), and (5.13) yield 
X,,+XyI=O on 9 =9(X,,), 
J-1, - y,z = 0, Re X,, = 0. 
Summing up, the following proposition holds. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let X be the infinitesimal generator of a strongly con- 
tinuous semigroup T. Then T leaves the sesquilinear form a invariant IX and 
only IY, the following two conditions are fulfilled: 
( 1) there exists a dense linear manifold 9 in A? for which (5.1) holds; 
(2) the operator X is represented by the matrix 
x= 
( 
Xl, Xl, 
(. I X12) ix** > ’
(5.15) 
where Xzz E R, X,, E S? and ix,, is a closed symmetric operator with domain 
9(X,,) = 9. 
If conditions (1) and (2) hold, the operator X* is represented by the 
matrix 
( 
XT1 x12 
x*= (.I X,,) > -ix,, ’ 
The operator X expressed by (5.15) and the operator 
“‘=(“d’ iJJ (5.16) 
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with domain 9(X), differ by the bounded perturbation 
(5.17) 
Thus X is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup 
if, and only if, X’ is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
semigroup. 
Let n,=(CEC:Rec<O}, n,={[E@:Re[>Oj. 
If ix,, is closed and symmetric, X’ generates a strongly continuous 
semigroup (which turns out to be a semigroup of contractions of 2 @@ 
provided that X2> E W) if, and only if Z7, c ‘(X, I ). 
Since the norm of the operator (5.17) is equal to IIXIZll, the following 
theorem summarizes the results obtained so far. 
THEOREM V. Let X be a linear operator on .S@C. Then X is the 
infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous linear semigroup T on 
&‘@ Cc, leaving the sesquilinear form a invariant if, and only if; there is a 
dense linear manifold 9 in 2 such that (5.1) holds and X is represented by 
(5.15), where XI2 and Xz2 are arbitrarily chosen in SF and R, and where ix,, 
is any closed symmetric operator on Z’ with domain 9, such that 
r(X,,)I {[~@:Rec>0). 
The semigroup T satisfies the estimate 
1) T( t)ll < e”x12”’ for all t B 0. (5.18) 
The following theorem is a consequence of Theorems II and V. 
THEOREM VI. The linear operator X expressed by (5.15) is the 
infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous group leaving the sesquilinear 
form a invariant if, and only tf, iXI1 is self-adjoint and X,, E R. 
6 
In Sections 6-8 the spectral structure of the infinitesimal generator X of a 
strongly continuous semigroup T leaving the form a invariant will be 
investigated. 
Following the notations of Section 5, Q(X) and X will be represented by 
(5.1) and by the matrix (5.15), where iX1, is a closed symmetry operator 
with domain 9(X,,) = 9 and resolvent set r(X,,) 3 ZZ,, X12~ &‘, Xzz E IF!. 
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For [E r(X) the linear continuous operator (cl- X)-i is represented on 
X @ C by a matrix 
( 
21, z,* z=-m)=(&~)-‘= (. , z21) > z22 ,
where Z,, = Z,,(i) E @, Z,, = Z,,(C), Z,, = Z,,(C) are contained in s and 
z,, = Zll(OE =mw* 
Denoting by Ran(X) the range of an operator X, condition 
Ran ([1--X)-’ cg(X) is equivalent to Ran Z,, ~9, and Z,,E~. More 
specifically 
((Z-X)oZ=Z,,, one@@ 
if, and only if, Ran(Z,,) ~9, Z,,E~, and 
(rz-~,,)~z,,-(.Iz,,)~,,=z on 2, 
(~~-~,,)(Z,,)-Z*2~12=0, 
-(Z,,.l x,,)+(r-i~,,)(.I Z*,)=O on 2, 
- PI2 I Xl21 + (i - ix,,) G2 = 1. 
Similarly 
if, and only if, 
Z~(Y-~,,)=~,,. on g(X) 
z,,~(u-~,,)-(- I ~,,)Z,,=~ on 9, 
-Z,,(X,2)+(i-ix22)Z12=0, 
((U-Jf,,). I Z2,)-Z22(. I J-,*)=0 on 9, 
- (Xl2 I Z2,) + (i - ix,,) Z2, = 1. 
If [E r(X) n r(X,,), (6.2) yields 
Z,,=Z2*(5~-~11)-’ x,2, 
and therefore (6.4) becomes 
Z22CC - ix,,- ((U-XII)-’ Xl2 I Xdl = 1. 
Let C$ be the holomorphic function on r(X,,) 1 n, defined by 
~(r)=i-ix22-((Yz-X,,)-‘X,2 I X12). 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
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For 5~r(X,,) let Y,,= YJI)E~ be the vector defined by 
Y,, = (CZ- Xii)-’ X1*. Since for 5 E r(Xil) and Re 5 # 0 
II(U-Xll)-‘Il G IRe [I-‘, (6.11) 
then 
II(Y12K)ll d IRe Cl -’ W1211 (5 E G’II ), Re C Z 0). (6.12) 
Let C be the zero set of 4, 
c= {C-(XllMK)=o~. (6.13) 
Since for 5 E i-(X,,) 
4(i) = i-r II ~**(~N12 - ix22 + (Y,*(i) I x,1 Y,,(O) 
= (1 - II Y12(Ol12) Re i 
+ iC(1 + II Ydc3ll*) Im <-X2, - i(Y12(0 I (XI1 Y12(0)l 
(where, because (Y,,(l) I X,, Y,,(l)) E iR, the summand in square brackets 
is real), then i E C is purely imaginary unless (I Y,,(i)\1 = 1, in which case, in 
view of (6.12), 
Hence 
Cc (i E @: IRe Cl G lIX1211 . (6.14) 
Since the closed symmetric operator ix,, is the generator of a C, 
semigroup, either r(X,,) = 17, or r(X,,) 1 {t; E @: Re c #O}. Hence, (6.14) 
implies that 4 is not constant on any connected component of r(X,,), and 
therefore C is a discrete set in r(X,,). 
It will be shown later that the part of C not contained in ilw contains two 
points at most. 
For {Ifa(X,,)u C define Z,, by (6.10) and then Z12 by (6.9). Define 
then Z,, and (. I Z,,) by (6.5) and by (6.7), obtaining, for all 
5$4X,,)uC 
z22=4(r)-‘, (6.15) 
z,2 = (d(rNu- XII))-’ x12, (6.16) 
z1, = (5z-x,,)-’ + ((U-x,,)-’ . I X1*) z,,, (6.17) 
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and (. ( Z,,) = Z,,((cZ- X,,))’ . IX,,), which is equivalent to 
z,, =z,,(iZ-A-f,)-’ x,,. (6.18) 
A direct computation shows that Zz2, Zi2, Z,,, Zzl as defined by (6.15), 
(6.16), (6.17), and (6.18) satisfy (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), (6.4), (6.6), and (6.8) for 
all <$a(X,,) u C. Thus the latter condition implies that i~r(X), and 
consequently o(X)\cr(X,,)c C. On the other hand, by (6.10), if 
[~r(X)nr(X,,) then [$ C. Thus, by (6.10), if [EC then [E(T(X), and in 
conclusion 
4x)\e-l’) = c. (6.19) 
Since C is discrete in r(X,,), every co E C has a neighborhood U in r(X,,) 
such that UnC= {co} and such that, if U is suffkiently small, for every 
iE u, 
~(i)=i-i~*2-(((~-1o)~+io~-~11)-‘~,2 I Xl,) 
=i-i~*2-(((i-io)(io~-~,,)-‘+~)~‘(io~-~,,)-1 Xl, I Xl,) 
=(i-l-0) 1+ y (io-5)“((io~-~11)~(“+2)~12 I X1*) 
i 
. 
n=O I 
By (6.15)-(6.18), this proves that co is an isolated pole of ((Z-X)-‘, i.e., 
LEMMA 6.1. Every point of C is an isolated point of o(X), at which 
([Z - X) - ’ has a pole. 
Let [EC and let p= (x, T)E~(X)\ (0) (xEX, t E@) be such that 
Xp = [p. Since g(X) = 9(X,,) @ C = Jg(X) c 9(X*), then Jp E 9(X*) and, 
by (2.3) (with L=J), 
2 Re ~(JP, PI = (i + ~)(JP, PI = (J~P, PI + (JP, ipI 
= (JXp, p) + (Jp, Xp) = ((JX + X*J) p, p) = 0. 
Thus, if Re i#O, then (Jp,p)= 11x(/*- [t/*=0. Because T(t)p=e<‘p for 
all t 20 [4, Theorem 16.7.2, pp. 4674691, then for any t > 0 the point 
z = (l/r) x E 8B is an isolated fixed pont of the continuous extension f(t) of 
F(t) E Iso B. 
Proposition 1.3, Lemma 1.4, and (1.9) yield 
PROPOSITION 6.2. The set c’ = C\iR of points of C outside the 
imaginary axis is either empty or consists of two points at most. In the latter 
case the two points are symmetric with respect to the imaginary axis. 
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The second part of the above proposition can be established also by 
noting that, if ix,, is self-adjoint and if c E r(X,i), then 
4(-O= -i-~~22-((-9z-~11)-1~1z I X1,)= -Q(r). 
7 
Further information on the spectrum g(X) of X depends on the structure 
of the set of fixed points of the semigroup T. 
Let p’ and $’ be two eigenvalues of X and let &($)c9(X), 
S($‘) c 9(X) be the corresponding eigenspaces. If $ +7;“#0, then for 
P’ E a$), P” E Jw’), 
(Jp’, p”) = l - (P’ + iwp’, P”) 
p’+F 
= A- ((JXp’, p”) + (Jp’, Xp”)) 
p’+F 
=L- ((.zx+x*.z)p’,p”)=o, 
p’+F 
proving thereby 
LEMMA 7.1. Zf$+F#O then a(&($), B”($‘))= (M($), S($‘))= (0). 
The map i! t H F(t) (t > 0) is a semigroup of continuous mappings 
f(t): B+ B. 
If Fix f(t) indicates the set of fixed points of f(t), 
Fix p(t)= {zEB: f(t)z=z}, Fix ?(t)nB is the set Fix p(t). 
By Corollary 1.2, Fix p(t), if not empty, is the intersection of B with a 
closed affine subspace of P. 
For every t 2 0, Fix T(t) and Fix f(t) are invariant subsets of F(S) and 
f(s) for all s > 0. The restrictions of the semigroups T and f to Fix T(t) 
and to Fix f(t) are periodic with period t. 
Let Fix p= {zEB: T(;(t)z=z for all t>O}, Fix p= {zEB: ?(t)z=z for 
all t 2 0}, be the set of fixed points of the semigroups T and f, respectively. 
If zEB (zEB) then the point p=(z, l)~fl@@ is such that (.Zp,p)tO 
((Jp, p) < 0, respectively). Vice versa, if p = (x, r) E S? @ @, p # 0, is such 
that (Jp, p) < 0, ((Jp, p) < 0), then the point z = (l/r) x is contained in B 
(in B, respectively). 
Thus looking for fixed points of T(t) or of p(t) is the same as looking for 
eigenvectors p of T(t) corresponding to non-vanishing eigenvalues and such 
that (Jp, p) < 0 or (Jp, p) < 0, respectively. 
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Since by (1.8), Fix F(Z) # @ for all t > 0, then, given t > 0 there exist 
,u~d=,p~%@C such thatp#O, (Jp,p)<O, and 
T(t) p = Pp. (7.1) 
There is some k E E such that pLk = ,u + Zkrrijt spa, and p is contained 
in the closed linear extension of the linearly independent closed subspaces 
Ker(pu,Z-- X) for all pk spa 
PE V{Ker(p,Z-X): kEZ, P~EPQ(X)} 
[4, Theorem 16.7.2, pp. 4674691. This proves 
(7.2) 
LEMMA 7.2. The point spectrum of X is non-empty. 
In view of (7.2) let pk E Ker(pJ- X) be such that 
P’CPk. 
By Lemma 7.1 
(JP, P) = 1 (JPk? Pk). 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
Since (Jp, p) d 0, there is some k E Z, such that pLk ~pu(X), pk # 0, and 
(Jpk, pk) 6 0. If moreover (Jp, p) < 0, then (Jpk, pk) < 0. Since 
T(s) pk = e”@p, for all s 2 0, (7.5) 
then 
Fix F# @, (7.6) 
and furthermore the following proposition holds. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. If Fix p(t) # @for some t > 0, then Fix F# (25. 
If Fix F(t) = @ for some t > 0, then Fix F(s) = fa for all s > 0. By 
Proposition 1.3, Fix f(t) consists of one or two points contained in JB. If z 
is one of them, setting p = (z, l), there is ,D E C satisfying (7.1). Since 
Fix T(s) = Qr for all s > 0, all eigenvectors pk appearing in (7.4) are such 
that ( Jpk, pk) > 0. Because, on the other hand, (Jp,p)=O, then 
(Jpk, pk) = 0 for all pk appearing in (7.4). Since for all pk = (xk, TV) # 0 in 
(7.4)> zk = (+k) xk E aB, and eigenvectors pk # 0 corresponding to different 
k are linearly independent, then the fact that the cardinality of Fix f(t) is 
at most two implies that there are at most two integral values of k 
corresponding to zk E Fix f(t). If there are two such integers, k,, kZ, 
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kl # k2, the alline complex line joining the two distinct points zk, and zk2 
has a non-empty intersection with B. Since by (7.5) this intersection con- 
sists of fixed points of F(:ct), that contradicts the hypothesis Fix F(f) = 0. 
Hence the right-hand side of (7.3) reduces to one summand pk =p, and 
(7.5) becomes 
This proves 
T(s) p = e”“p for all s > 0, 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Zf Fix F(t) = Qr for some t > 0, then, for every s > 0, 
Fix f(s) = Fix f(t) and the latter set consists of one or two points contained 
in aB. 
8 
To give a more detailed description of a(X) the two cases in which Xl1 
is self-adjoint or is symmetric but not self-adjoint will now be considered 
separately. 
Assume first that iX,, is symmetric but not self-adjoint. Then 
Z7, = r(X, r ). If Re [ < 0, i and [ are contained in r( -XII). Because 
XT, = -X1, on 9(X,, ) = 9 and X,, is closed, then [ l po(X:~), i.e., there is 
some x E 9(X:,)\ (0) for which 
([z-x:,)x=0. 
Suppose now that Re c < 0 and that [ E r(X). Then (6.1) yields 
(Z,, Y I co- Cl) xl - (Y I z21u12 I xl = (Y, x) 
for all y E X, i.e., by (8.1) 
(8.1) 
(x I ~,*)(Z,, I Y) + (x I Y) = 0 for all y E 2, 
whence 
(x I X12) &I + x = 0, 
implying 
and 
(x I X12)+0 (8.3) 
(8.2) 
0 # z,, E %G, 1, 
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so that, by (8.2) and (8.3), Z,, is an eigenvector of Xf, with eigenvalue [. 
Thus, by (6.7) 
Z22(. I Xl,) = 0 on 9(X1 1 1, 
and therefore either Z,, = 0 or (because 9(X,,) is dense in 3Ep) X,, = 0. But 
this would contradict (8.3). Hence 
zz2=o (8.4) 
and therefore, by (6.2), 
(U- X,l)(ZlZ) = 0. (8.5) 
Because [~pa(Xf,), either [~pa(X,,) or [ is contained in the residual 
spectrum ra(X,,) of X,, [S, Theorem 4.15, p. 1431. But the first possibility 
cannot occur because pa(X,, ) c ilw [8, Theorem 4.13, p. 1431. Hence 
[ E ro(X,,), and therefore (8.5) yields Zi2 = 0, which, together with (8.4), 
contradicts (6.4). In view of (6.19) and of Proposition 6.2 the following 
proposition has been proved. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. If ix,, is symmetric but not self-adjoint, one of the 
folIowing two cases necessarily occurs: 
(1) C’=@ ando(X)=q; 
(2) C’ consists of one point, c, which is an eigenvalue of X, and 
o(X) =qu (c}. 
Let E be either ZZ, or Z7,\ { -C} according to whether case (1) or case (2) 
occurs. 
LEMMA 8.2. Zf ix,, is symetric but not self-adjoint E is contained in the 
residual spectrum of X. 
Proof By Proposition 8.1, E c a(X). If [E l7, is contained in pa(X), 
there is a some p E &S(X)\ (0) satisfying the equation Xp = [p, which is 
equivalent to JXJJp = [Jp, i.e., 
X*Jp = -iJp. 
Because the operator X is closed, r(X*) is the image of r(X) by the reflec- 
tion on the real axis. Hence, because -[ is an eigenvalue of X*, then 
-[~e(X)nJI,=cnn,=C’. Thus 
Enpa = /21. 
Now, if c E E, then -1 E r(X), that is, [E r( - JXJ). 
(8.6) 
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Since X* is a proper extension of the closed operator -.JXJ, then 
[EJU(X*), and consequently [8, Theorem 4.15, p. 1431 either c EPG(X) or 
[ E M(X), and (8.6) yields the conclusion. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 8.1 gives a characterization of the case in which T(t,) is a 
compact operator for some t,>O. Indeed, as a consequence of 
Theorem 2.20 in [ 1, p. 471, (i) o(X) consists of a countable discrete set of 
eigenvalues each of finite multiplicity, and (ii) if the space X is intinite- 
dimensional, then 
CJ( T( t)) = { 0} u erocx). 
Let 2 be infinite-dimensional. In view of (i), Proposition 8.1 implies that 
iJX is self-adjoint. But then, by Theorem II, T(t) is invertible in 
Y(S @ @), contradicting (ii). This proves 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Zf there exists t,, > 0 such that T(t,) is a compact 
operator, then n = dim, S < co, and T is (the restriction to R + of) a 
continuous one-parameter subgroup of the classical group U(n, 1). 
Before considering the case in which X,, is self-adjoint, it will be useful 
to note that the function 4 is closely related to a Weinstein-Aronszajn 
determinant. 
The operator X is a perturbation of the closed operator x’, with domain 
9(X’) = 9(X), given by (5.16), by the degenerate operator K, expressed by 
(5.17), whose range (if Xi2 # 0) is the two-dimensional complex subspace 
U’,2@@ of JS?@ a3. For any cEr(X’) = r(X,,)\ {iX22} the operator 
! 0 
1 
qjz-X)-l= 
[ - iXz2 x1z 
((U-x11)-‘~ IX,,) 0 i 
also has range @Xl20 C. Hence the Weinstein-Aronszajn determinant 
~(5, x’, K) associated to X and K (i.e., the determinant of the restriction of 
Zxec-K(CZ-X’)-’ to GYi20c), is given, for [ET(X~,), [#iXz2, by 
Now let ix,, be self-adjoint, or equivalently, let iJX be self-adjoint. First, 
Proposition 6.2 implies that C is symmetric with respect to the imaginary 
axis. Therefore o(X) is also symmetric with respect to the imaginary axis. 
Proposition 6.2 then implies 
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PROPOSITION 8.4. If ix,, is self-a&o&, one of the following two cases 
necessarily occurs: 
(1) C’=@ anda(X)ciR; 
(2) there exists one point c E IZ, such that a(X)\ iR = (c, -C}. 
The fact that X=x’ + K, where K is compact, implies that X and X’ 
have the same essential spectrum. Since X’ is self-adjoint, any CEO(X) 
belongs to the essential spectrum of X’ unless [ is an isolated eigenvalue of 
a(r) of finite multiplicity. 
By Proposition 8.3, further investigation of the structure of a(X) can be 
restricted to the imaginary axis and carried out by direct inspection of the 
Weinstein-Aronszajn formula [6, Theorem 6.2, p. 2471. 
9 
Let X be the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous linear 
semigroup T leaving the hermitian sesquilinear form a invariant, i.e., 
satisfying condition (3.1). 
For pO E g(X) the initial value problem 
4(t) -=Xp(t) 
dt (t>O) (9.1) 
P(O) = PO 
for a continuously differentiable function p: R, -+ g(X) has a unique 
solution, expressed by 
p(t) = T(t) pa (9.2) 
for t > 0. If iJX is self-adjoint, the strongly continuous group T generated 
by X defines, by means of (9.2), the unique solution of the initial value 
problem (9.1) for all t E R. 
Setting p(t) = (x(t), z(t)), pa = (x0, 70) (x(t), x0 E X z(t), z. E @) then 
t H x(t) and t H z(t) are continuously differentiable maps R + + X’, 
R + --f C. By Theorem V, X is expressed by (5.15), where X,, E R, Xi, E %, 
and ix,, is a closed symmetric operator on 2 whose resolvent set 
r(X,,) 127,. The initial value problem (9.1) is expressed by 
(9.3) 
(9.4) 
dx(t) - = X,1x(t) + 7(t) Xl,, dt 
T =  (x(t) I Xl,) + iz(t) Xz2, x(0)=x0, Z(0) = 70. 
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If T(t) is represented by (3.2) then (9.2) becomes for t >/ 0 
x(t) = A(t) x0 + TotIt), 
z(t)= x0 L(t)* 5(t) ( I a(t) > +t,a(t). 
P-5) 
The dense space L@(X) = 9(X1 I ) @ Q= is complete for the norm 
PH IIPII + IIXPII- P-6) 
Moreover T(t) g(X) c B(X) for all t > 0, and the restriction of T to g(X) 
is a Co semigroup for the norm (9.6). 
Similarly the dense space 9(X,,) c 2 is complete for the norm 
I llxlll = llxll + Il~llXll (XEWX11)). 
Since t H x(t) is continuously differentiable on R + and t I-+ z(t) is con- 
tinuous, given to 20 and E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that if t 2 0 and 
) t - t,( < 6, then by (9.3) 
and 
lW,,(x(t) -x(to)I + (T(t) -z(toJ) XIZII <E 
II - ~Cto)) J-1211 = It(t) - z(ro) I lIX,,lI < &. 
Hence for t>,O and It- toI <6 
Iw-,,(x(t) - xCto))ll G Ilx,,cdt) - x(to)) + (r(t) - r(to)) x1211 
+ ll(r(t) - $to)) x1211 < 2&, 
and this proves 
LEMMA 9.1. For all xOe 9(X,,), z. E @, the function x: t I--+ x(t) defined 
by (9.5) for t 2 0 maps R, into 9(X,,) and is continuous for the norm 
I II II I. 
The a-invariance of T yields 
Ilx(tN12-l.r(~)12= llxol12-I~o12 for t>O. 
Hence, if Ilxoll < boI, then Ilx(t)ll < IT(t)1 for all t 20. Setting 
zo=(l/zo)xo,z(t)=(l/r(t))x(t), then z,~Bn9(X,,) and z: twz(r) is a 
continuous map R, + B n 9(X,,) such that 
z(0) = 20. P-7) 
607/65/3-7 
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Equations (9.3) and (9.4) imply that z is a continuously differentiable 
map of iw, into SF and satisfies the Riccati equation 
dz(t) 
-==x,,z(t)-((z(t) I XI,)+=2,)4t)+X,,. dt (9.8) 
The function z is expressed by 
z(t) = F(t) zo, 
for t 2 0, where F(t) is given by (3.5). 
Because for t, 30 and t30 
(9.9) 
1 
IIXI,(44 -4kJ)ll = ,z(t) T(t,)l Ib(hJ x1,(X(t) - 4&J) 
+ (~(fo)-~(f)) Xl,x(hJ 
y-&) lW,,(x(t) - x(b))ll 
the vact that t H l/r(t) is a continuous map of [w + into C \ (0) and 
Lemma 9.1 imply 
LEMMA 9.2. For z,, E B the function z: Iw + + B n $3(X, 1) expressed by 
(9.9) for t 2 0 is a solution of the Riccati equation (9.8) with initial condition 
(9.7), which is continuous for the norm 1 1) 11 . 
It will be shown now that z is the unique solution of the initial value 
problem (9.8) (9.9) which is continuous for the norm ( 11 11 1. 
More exactly the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM VII. For any y > 0 and any choice of Z~E Br\ 53(X,,) the 
function z: [0, r] -+ 9(X,,) defined by (9.9) for 0 < t d y is the unique con- 
tinuously dgferentiable map of [0, y] into H, with z( [O, y]) c C@(X,,) which 
is continuous for the norm ) 11 1) I and satisfies the Riccati equation (9.8) with 
initial condition (9.7). 
Proof: Let U: [0, y] +9(X,,) be a solution of (9.8) satisfying all the 
requirements stated in the theorem. The function y: [O, r] -+ 9(X,,) 
defined by v(t) = z(t) u(t) is continuous for the norm ) 11 I( I. Moreover, y is 
a map of class C’ of [0, y] into Z, and satisfies the equation 
dy(t) 
-=x,1 Y(f) + ((x(t) -v(t)) I x,*1 41) + t(t) x12, dt 
(9.10) 
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with initial condition 
y(0) =x(O) = xg. 
The function w: t H w(t) = y(t) - x(t) is a map of [0, y] into 9(X,,) 
which is continuous for the norm 1 )( (1 1. Furthermore w  is a map of class 
C’ of [0, y] into 2, and satisfies the evolution equation 
Mt) - = Z(t) w(t) 
dt 
(9.11) 
with initial condition 
w(0) = 0, (9.12) 
where the linear operator Z(t) = XII + (* IX,,) u(t), with domain 
Q(Z(t)) =9(X,,) is a perturbation of X,, by the bounded operator 
(. 1 X,,) u(t), whose norm is 
II(. I JfIz) u(t)11 = lIX,Al IMt)ll G IIX1211 max{ Ilu(~) 0s t Gy}. 
Since X,, generates a C, semigroup of contractions, and therefore defines 
a stable family of generators, then [7, Theorem 2.3, p. 1321 
{Z(t): 0 < t < y } is a stable family of generators of C,, semigroups, with 
stability constants 1 and K = IIX121j max{ Ilu(t : 0 < t G y >. Because 
u: [0, y] + X is continuously differentiable, for any x E 9(X,,) t w Z(t) x 
is a continuously differentiable map of [0, y] into S’. Hence [7, 
Theorems 4.8, 4.3, pp. 145, 1411 there exists a unique evolution system 
{U(t,s):O<s<tty} such that 
1) U(t, s)ll < eK(‘-‘) for O<s<t<y; 
for u E 3(X,,), 0 <s < y; 
2 U( t, s) u = - U( t, s) Z(s) u for uoLS(XI1), O<sGt<y;’ 
U(t, s) 9(X,,) = ax,,) for O,<s<t<y; 
for uEGS(XI1), t k+ V(t, s) u is continuous in SS(X,,) for 
0 <s d t < y with respect to the norm I 11 )I I;* 
for every u E 9(X,,), w(t) = U(t, S) u is the unique solution of 
(9.11) on [s, y] with initial condition w(s) = U, which is con- 
tinuous for the norm I )I II I on 9(X,,). 
’ The right derivative a+/& and the derivative d/i% are in the strong sense in 2’. 
* The norm which appears in Theorems 4.8 and 4.3 of [7] is not 1)) 11 ) but )I 0 I( + I/Z(O)0 (1. 
However, these two norms are equivalent. 
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Hence w=O is the unique solution of (9.11) with initial condition (9.12) 
which is a continuously differentiable map of [0, r] into 2, whose values 
belong to 9(X,,) and which is continuous for the norm ( (1 1) (. Hence 
y(t) =x(t) for all 2 E [0, 71. Q.E.D. 
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